Heat Treating, Roll Manufacturing, and Much More...

Our founder, Garrett D. Orr, was born in New York City In 1929. He spent the
first eighteen years of his life growing up in Erie, Pennsylvania. In his senior
year at Erie Prep, Garrett lettered in five sports while maintaining high honors.
He was posthumously inducted into the Erie Hall of Fame in 1995. Moving to
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to attend Duquesne University, Garrett played football,
attended school, and worked evenings. After graduation in 1952, Garrett worked
in the retail shoe industry.
In 1968, at thirty-nine years of age, Garrett founded Pennsylvania Flame Hardening,
known today as Penna Flame Industries.
This picture, presented by the employees to the Orr family for Penna Flame’s 25th
Anniversary, is proudly displayed in our main conference room.

No rookie to the business, Penna Flame Industries is “Winning the World Over”
with quality and service. We form partnerships with customers to better meet
their individual needs and ensure satisfaction. With a “State of the Art” roll
manufacturing facility, Penna Flame Industries is ready to meet and exceed all
of your roll manufacturing requirements.

We have extensive surface hardening facilities and a unique “Uni-Max-Case”
process. The “Uni-Max-Case” process was developed by Penna Flame specifically
for rolls. The work piece is rotated while the heating unit scans the surface of the roll.

There is simply no better place to go for your surface hardening needs, guaranteed.
Come to Penna Flame and see “The Professionals”.

ROLLS: MATERIAL, ROUGH TURNED AND SURFACE HARDENED

Add Profit To Your Bottom Line
•
•
•
•

Material Purchased Mill Direct.
Save on freight costs - Ship one direction only.
SINGLE SOURCE RESPONSIBILITY
Roll Blanks received ready to finish.

Sample Material
HR E52100
SPH. ANN.

UNI-MAX CASE
Rc
Case Depth
65
60
50
40

Surface
.312”
.378”
.417”

ROLLS: MANUFACTURED COMPLETE
CNC Machining, Precision Grinding,
Super Finishing.
Our 4-Axis CNC Lathe is equipped with live tooling to allow
keyways, drilled and tapped holes, and other milling functions
to be completed along with the lathe functions. Precision
machining and milling in one machine with one setup.
Proper grinding of the roll is the first step towards a perfect
roll finish. The correct grinding wheel, coolant, filtration, and
traverse speed are just a few components necessary in
controlling surface finish. Each roll is carefully ground with
particular attention to slow and even stock removal. Careful
monitoring of this process ensures that the roll has not been
burnished or cracked.
Super finishing is a special process used to consistently
remove grinding feed lines, wheel tears, and any other
surface imperfections. The super finishing process starts
with a 60 micron film and finishes with a polishing paste
depending on the final finish required. All finishes are
checked and recorded with a profilometer. Final roll
finishes down to 2 RA are possible at Penna Flame.

4-Axis CNC

Precision Grinding

Super Finishing

CRYOGENIC TREATING, STRESS RELIEVING & TEMPERING
Cryogenic Treating

Stress Relieving and Tempering

Cryogenics employs cold or ultra-low temperatures
in order to complete the hardening transformation of
Retained Austenite to Martensite in some materials
and to stabilize others. While “Shallow Cryogenics” is
limited to the -120°F range, “Deep Cryogenics” refers
to the significantly greater results of temperatures as
low as -300°F. At Penna Flame, you can choose from
the full range of -120˚ to -300°F, with the confidence
of the computer controls to ensure consistency and to
reduce thermal shock effect.

Proper heat treating practice requires parts to be stress
relieved and/or tempered sometime during their processing
sequence. At Penna Flame we have three furnaces capable
of providing such treatments. Our furnaces have a maximum
temperature capability of 1200°F and complete chart recording
equipment for permanent record purposes.

PROGRESSIVE SPINNING, SPINNING, PROGRESSIVE SCAN
Progressive Spinning
Uni-Max Case is a roll surface hardening process developed at Penna
Flame Industries. The work piece is rotated while the heating unit scans
horizontally or vertically. The Uni-Max Case process utilizes infrared
measurement of surface temperatures and subsequent computer control to
maximize surface hardness and case depth.

Spinning
There are certain round or semi round iron and steel parts that are “spin”
flame hardened such as single flanged wheels and compound gears. Spin
hardening permits selective areas of such parts to be heated and quenched
uniformly without detrimental soft zones.

Progressive Scanning, Spinning

Progressive Scanning
A unique feature of flame hardening is the ability to selective harden. The
only areas that are treated are wear areas. The result is a cost effective,
selectively hardened, less distorted part delivered in less time than
conventional heat treatment.
Spinning

(3 Monitoring Points)

PRECISION SURFACE HARDENING WITH ROBOTICS
Automated Surface Hardening
Progressive scanning surface hardening with robotics allows for unparalleled
repeatability and quality. The robot has the ability to work around a part and
selectively harden only the areas for which it was programmed. The robot is
capable of performing tasks that were previously too precise and difficult to
accomplish with conventional machinery.
Coupling the robot with a programmable index table allows Penna Flame to
harden rings, complex gears, and production runs. These machines combine to
provide an automation system that helps decrease production time, while
maintaining the highest quality in precision surface hardening.
Come visit us soon. . .

1856 Route 588, Zelienople, PA 16063
Phone: 724-452-8750 Fax: 724-452-0484
Toll Free: 800-245-5084

www.pennaflame.com

